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Introduction

• Medieval Codex

• Hebrew illuminated manuscript

• One of oldest Sephardic Haggadoth

• Originated in Kingdom of Aragon area

• Dated around 1350-1400 CE

• Currently owned by National Museum of Bosnia & 

Herzegovina (NMBH)

• Unknown author(s)



(~ s. 13
th

CE)



Here it is …



Description

• Codex on bleached calfskin parchment

• Leave size 160 x 220 mm (6.4”x8.8”)

• Eight-page gatherings

• Consists of 84 leaves

❖ Illuminations: 34 folios painted on one side (69 

miniatures; ~ 2 panels/page)

❖Text: 50 pages on both sides (bold Sephardi script)

❖Plus later-added 52 folios of liturgical poetry (piyyutim)

• Wine stains and hand-doodles attest its use 

throughout time



Ornamental

• Folio 3v of text

• Three Coats of Arms

• Supports provenance from 

Kingdom of Aragon

• Suggests commissioning by 

Jewish prominent family

• Maybe used as wedding 

present (see Shoshan-Elazar

families coat-of-arms)



Part 1: Illuminations

• Depict biblical narrative from Creation to Moses 

Death

• The story of Joseph gets special attention (25 % of 

miniatures)

• Illuminated in gold and copper

• Author was very likely a Jew (knowledge of text, 

narration right-left, integration of Midrashic 

material, local Jewish dress, etc.) 
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Part 2: Text pages

• Square vs. Rashi script

• Mostly decorated text rather than illuminated

• Liturgical contents 

• Based on normative format (slightly different 

than Ashkenazi)

• Starts with Kadesh; ends with Hallel/Nirtzah
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Early History

• Unconfirmed history:

❖ After expulsion of Jews from Spain 1492 it was probably 

taken to northern Italy

❖Thus SH used for over a century before leaving Spain

❖ Marginal notation shows it was sold in northern Italy in 

August 1510

❖ It reappears in Venice 1609 when it obtains permission 

from Catholic inquisitors (note added to manuscript)



History

• Recorded history goes back only 100 years

• 1894 book sold by impoverished orphan boy (Cohen 

family) at his Sephardic Jewish school in Sarajevo

• Eventually codex acquired by NMBH

• Then sent to Vienna for analysis

• 1898 two eminent scholars in Vienna published first 

detailed study of manuscript

• Until then nobody knew medieval Hebrew 

illuminated manuscripts even existed (biblical 

prohibition of figurative art or “aniconism” !)



History

• By 1941 book had gained wide-spread reputation and 

Nazis decided to appropriate it. This was averted by 

NMBH staff that hid it during WWII years

• 1992 Codex once again in great danger due to 

Bosnian War. It survives once more hidden in 

underground vault.

• On display again 2015 at NMBH after museum 

financial struggles during recovery from war



Analysis-1

• Hebrew manuscripts as surviving witnesses of previous 

ten centuries of cultural activity

• The BOOK for Jewish communities: 

➢ vehicle to keep and transmit Word, Law

➢ ensures survival of sacred language

➢ moderate cost and portable

• In ornamentation the key element is the script itself

• Iberian Jewish illumination attains full development in 

mid 14
th

century

• Earliest Hebrew manuscripts produced in Toledo during 

reign of Alfonso X, the Wise (1252-85 CE); Jews in key 

government positions 



Analysis-2

• Manuscripts

➢ Majority of earliest codices were Bibles; some Psalters

➢ Reflect contact with Christian artists; illumination 

style/composition show Islamic features

➢ By mid 14
th

century workshops existed in Barcelona

➢ Then an innovation: narrative art

• Haggadoth introduced (mid 13
th

century)

➢Autonomous book; home use; instructional; not too thick 

or expensive

➢Illustrations types

❖Text of seder ritual

❖Appended Biblical images (key fame factor of Sephardic Haggadah)



Analysis-3

• Haggadoth Biblical illuminations 

➢ Have a striking lack of relationship to the text

➢ Maybe they were created for another text and then 

transferred to the Haggadah

➢Depict episodes in chronological order ignoring any 

doctrinal implications

• All surviving Sephardic Haggadoth

➢ Most likely produced in Catalonia

➢ Work of different artists, style, and episode selection

➢ Reference legendary episodes found in Midrashic sources

• Common models? Where is the evidence?



Discovery 1: 

Dura Europos Synagogue Frescoes

• Found  1932

• 3
rd

century 

synagogue

• Well-preserved 

frescoes depicting 

biblical narrative

• Area controlled 

now by ISIL



Some Frescoes …



Discovery 2: 

Beit Alpha Synagogue Mosaics

• Found 1928 (kibbutz)

• At Gilboa Mt. foot, 

near Beit She’an, 

Israel

• 6
th

century 

synagogue

• Mosaic floors 

depicting

• Akedah

• Zodiac wheel

• Synagogue scene



Just compare … (Akedah interpretations)

Sarajevo Haggadah

s. XIV CE

Beit Alpha Synagogue

s. VI CE

Dura Europos Synagogue

s. III CE



Analysis-4

• Scholars demonstrated these images were inspired 

by an extended repertoire of text illustrations going 

as far back as 2
nd

century

• Place of origin: maybe Alexandria, Antioch, Palestine

• Common prototype possibly associated with

manuscripts descending from Septuagint

• A millennium gap still exists …

• After 1492 wherever Sephardic refugees went (North 

Africa, Italy, Ottoman Empire) manuscript copying 

and book printing resumed 



Other similar surviving Haggadoth

• Golden Haggadah

• Catalan Haggadah

• Kaufmann Haggadah

• Rylands Haggadah



People of the Book

• “People of the Book” is an Islamic 

term referring to Christian, Jews, 

Zoroastrians etc. mentioned in the 

QURAN; also עם הספר

• Novel with a fictionalized account of 

the S.H. Inspired by some real 

historical events.

• Published 2008

• Geraldine Brooks is an awards 

winning Australian writer



Imagined

Journey

Map



Significance

“An historic precedent of how diverse peoples shared in its 

artistic creation and preservation, the Sarajevo Haggadah 

amplifies our understanding of the diasporic experience of loss 

and separation by providing a heuristic model of cultural 

expression through art. A repository of faith, memory and time, 

this medieval manuscript constitutes a source of countless 

diasporic stories, many still to be revealed – many recorded in the 

chapters contained in this book –, and the timeless story of all 

people displaced from their home through forces beyond their 

control and longing to return.”

M. David, J. Muñoz-Basols, The Sarajevo Haggadah: A Cultural Metaphor for Diaspora Studies



Significance

“These facts about the Sarajevo Haggadah – both those inferred 

through research and analysis as well as those known to us from 

the notes on its pages and through traditional stories that have 

followed this book for decades – make it a priceless resource for 

studying the cultural history of a nation in century-long pursuit of 

homeland. The Sarajevo Haggadah is physical proof of the 

openness of a society in which fear of the Other has never been 

an incurable disease.”

Mirsad Sijarić, DSc

Acting Director of the National Museum of Bosnia and Herzegovina



Summary

• S.H. is a product of its time and reflects a multi-ethnic,   

-religious, -lingual, -cultural society = CONVIVENCIA

• The stories are biblical but the people images are of 

their current world

• Once again Jewish identity established through stories

• It is not an isolated/static creation but one more link in 

a long chain of artistic/religious traditions

• In a way S.H. is a metaphor of the Jewish people; no 

matter the challenges it is still here today

• It is therefore a symbol of hope and survival !



Summary

• Haggadah means “telling” (הגד)

• We were told

➢ Physical appearance of S.H., provenance, authorship

➢ Two parts: Illuminated biblical images + ritual text

➢ Illuminations make S.H. remarkable

➢ Long successful life story despite all odds

➢ S.H. is “the most important, faithful and complete 

testimony that has survived to the lost Jewish book-art of 

the classical period.” Cecil Roth
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